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SUMMARY
Human bone marrow stromal cells, or mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs), need expansion prior to use as cell-based therapies in

immunological and tissue repair applications. Aging and expansion of BM-MSCs induce epigenetic changes that can impact therapeutic

outcomes. By applying sequencing-based methods, we reveal that the breadth of DNAmethylation dynamics associated with aging and

expansion is greater than previously reported.Methylation changes are enriched at knowndistal transcription factor binding sites such as

enhancer elements, instead of CpG-rich regions, and are associated with changes in gene expression. From this, we constructed hypo-

and hypermethylation-specific regulatory networks, including a sub-network of BM-MSC master regulators and their predicted target

genes, and identified putatively disrupted signaling pathways. Our genome-wide analyses provide a broader overview of age- and expan-

sion-inducedDNAmethylation changes and a better understanding of the extent to which these changes alter gene expression and func-

tionality of human BM-MSCs.
INTRODUCTION

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), including bone marrow

(BM) stromal cells, are of great therapeutic interest due to

their diverse regenerative and immunomodulatory proper-

ties (Phinney and Prockop, 2007). Successful MSC therapy

requires in vitro expansion and the proliferative capacity

and lifespan of MSCs vary across donors (Wagner et al.,

2010a). The variation in cell divisions before entering the

senescent stage (Hayflick limit) may be a result of occa-

sional transient clonal aneuploidies, telomeric shortening,

and changes in epigenomic profiles (Bentivegna et al.,

2013). Molecular profiling has shed light on the role of

epigenetic factors including DNA methylation and micro-

RNAs in cellular senescence of MSCs (Bork et al., 2010;

Koch et al., 2012, 2013; Schellenberg et al., 2011). Hyper-

methylation due to the long-term expansion of cells in cul-

ture, at genes related to MSC senescence, DNA replication,

cell-cycle and adipogenic differentiation was reported pre-

viously (Choi et al., 2012). Senescence-associated DNA

methylation changes are enriched in intergenic and non-

promoter regions (Koch et al., 2013).

Previous studies in BM-MSCs made significant advance-

ments in determining DNA methylation changes induced

by age and expansion of cells in culture using array-based
This is an open access article under the C
technologies, but are largely biased toward promoters or

CpG-rich regions and with limited CpG representation.

Methylation changes at functional elements, such as distal

transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs), DNase I hypersen-

sitive sites (DHSs), and enhancer elements, therefore,

remain largely unexplored. Moreover, DNA methylation

changes specifically at BM-MSC enhancers have not been

reported. Studies using high-resolution genome-wide tech-

nologies reported that significant methylation changes

occur outside of transcription start sites (TSSs) and are pre-

dominantly at introns, enhancers, DHSs, and regions with

lower CpG densities (Hon et al., 2013; Lister et al., 2009; Sta-

dler et al., 2011). Broadening our view of the DNA methyl-

ation landscape in BM-MSCs will reveal additional changes

with age and expansion in culture that impact our under-

standing of cellular aging and ultimately how these cells

are maintained and characterized prior to therapeutic use.

Using enhanced reduced representation bisulfite seq-

uencing (ERRBS), we performed a global DNA methylation

profiling acrossCpG-rich regions alongwith regionshaving

variable CpG densities and distal regulatory elements from

human BM-MSCs from young and aged adults at early and

late passages. To further corroborate our findings we per-

formed whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) on a

limited number of BM-MSC donors from young and aged
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adults at early passage. These high-resolution genome-wide

maps in BM-MSCs confirm that distal regulatory elements

are highly variable in age-related methylation changes.

Through the integration of DNA methylation dynamics

with functional elements including enhancers, TFBSs and

DHSs we gained a more complete understanding of the in-

fluence of DNA methylation on gene expression changes

during culture expansion (referred to as ‘‘culture-induced’’)

and biological aging (referred to as ‘‘age-induced’’).
RESULTS

High-Resolution Global Methylation Analysis of Age-

and Culture-Induced Changes

Weperformed ERRBS to obtain single nucleotide resolution

methylation data (Akalin et al., 2012). Themethylation sta-

tus of CpGs from young and aged donors were compared at

an early passage (p4) to determine age-associated changes,

and culture-induced changes were determined by profiling

young and aged donors at passage 4 (p4) and passage 8 (p8)

(Figure 1A). Since we have previously generated gene

expression data for these samples (Kilpinen et al., 2013),

we further focused on the integrative analysis of DNA

methylation, gene expression, and additional epigenomic

data identifying regulatory elements.

We identified invariant and differentially methylated

CpGs (DMCs) between passage- and age-grouped donors

(Figures 1B and S1). DMCs were further classified into hy-

per- and hypomethylated. The majority of CpGs were

invariant (Figure 1C). For culture-induced methylation

drift, cells from aged donors showed the highest degree of

methylation changes (12.6% of CpGs analyzed) with equal

proportions of hypo- and hypermethylation (Figures 1C

and 1D). Young donors showed minimal changes in

methylation (only 5.6% of CpGs analyzed), with the

majority of the CpGs exhibiting hypomethylation. In bio-

logical aging cells from aged donors gained methylation

relative to young donors.

Methylation Changes at Genic Elements

Previous MSC studies reporting methylation changes

largely focused on promoter regions. Bork et al. (2010) iden-
Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Datasets and Methylation
(A) BM-MSCs from multiple donors were grouped into three subs
p4_vs_p8_aged indicates the comparison of early and late passage gro
comparison of early and late passage group of MSCs from young donors
between young and aged adult donors at early passages (blue). Thes
(B) Heatmaps of top 20% most differentially methylated CpGs in eac
(C) Number of CpGs captured in each dataset as: invariant (yellow), hy
CpGs and variant CpGs (DMCs) are different across the three comparis
(D) The proportions of hyper- and hypomethylated CpGs of each datase
the three comparisons. The p values are computed using Fisher’s exa
tified 84 DMCs in long-term culture and 644 promoter

DMCs during aging, assessing 27,000 CpGs. Another study

identified 64,142 DMCs during aging, with 70.8% being

hypomethylated (Fernández et al., 2014). We overlapped

mapped CpGs and DMCs with various genic elements

including promoters, first exons, remaining other exons, in-

trons, 50 and 30 UTRs. The gain ofmethylation in promoters

and first exons are usually inversely correlated with gene

expression (Brenet et al., 2011). For each comparison, we

sampled at least 47% of all promoters and 39% of all first

exons (Figure 2A; Table S1). Most CpGs at these elements

are not differentially methylated, and, therefore, may not

account for themajority of changes in gene expression (Fig-

ure 2B; Table S1). The dominant methylation changes are

found at introns, other exons, and 30 UTRs whenmeasuring

the percentage of DMCs relative to mapped CpGs at these

elements (Figure 2B), and this was used to eliminate the

bias toward larger representation of genic elements in the

genome.Of totalDMCs identified in each comparative data-

set, 37%–38% are present at intronic elements (Table S1).

This may implicate regulatory elements embedded within

these elements. A larger number of CpGs were differentially

methylated in the aged donors during culture and biological

aging, while there were minimal changes in young donors

across genic elements (Figure 2B; Table S1). This trend

continues when assessing other elements (see below), and

suggests that the methylomes of young donors are more re-

fractory to culture-induced changes.
Methylation Changes Are Inversely Proportional

to CpG Density

CpG density is highest at CpG islands (CGIs) and decreases

moving outward from CGIs to shores, shelves, and then

open seas (intergenic regions). As expected, we have

more mapped CpGs at CGI covering 68.5%–71.9% of total

CGIs, followed by 34%–41% of total shores and 11%–18%

of total shelves in each comparison (Figure 2C). Although

differential methylation was observable at all CGI-related

elements, the percentage of DMCs to CpGs mapped was

highest in shelves (11.73%–18.12%) followed by shores

(6%–14.16%) and least in CGIs (1.71%–6.69%). Similar

observations were reported previously in other cell types
Status in MSCs
ets to evaluate culture-induced changes and biological aging:
ups of MSCs from aged donors (green). p4_vs_p8_yng indicates the
(orange). p4_yng_vs_aged indicates the comparison of differences
e colors are used throughout.
h dataset showing each donor and passage.
per- (red), and hypomethylated (blue). The proportion of invariant
ons and statistically significant.
ts. The proportion of hyper and hypo DMCs significantly vary across
ct test. See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Differential
Methylation across Genic and CpG Annota-
tion Elements
Bar plot indicates the percent of (A) genic
elements or (C) CpG annotation elements
mapped to total elements present in the
genome in the three datasets. Bubble
plot indicates the differential methylation
enrichment as percent of DMCs to mapped
CpGs overlapping genic elements (B) or CpG
annotation elements (D). See also Figure S2,
and Tables S1, S2, and S3.
(Irizarry et al., 2009; Sandoval et al., 2011). The differential

methylation at open seas was at least twice that of CGIs (Fig-

ure 2D).We observed that CpGs proximal to TSSs, such as at

promoters, first exons and 50 UTRs are relatively invariant

across comparisons, as opposed to CpGs at introns, 30 UTRs

and especially open seas (Figures 2B, 2D, and S2). While

CGIs are highly represented relative to distal regions in

ERRBS, the shelves and open seas contain a higher propor-

tion of DMCs. This suggests that distal regulatory elements

may be more susceptible to culture- and age-associated

methylation changes. The enrichment of DMCs at various

annotations (Figure 2) are statistically significant as opposed

to expected by chance (p < 0.001; see Table S3 for individual

p values). Differential methylation across CGIs, shores, and

shelves once again indicated that a larger number of CpGs

werealtered inageddonorsduringcultureorbiological aging

compared with young donors (Figures 2B and 2D; Table S2).

DNA Methylation Dynamics at Known TFBSs

DNA methylation at TFBSs can determine the binding of

TFs at their sequencemotifs, i.e., DNAmethylation is either
1002 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 9 j 999–1015 j September 12, 2017
occlusive or facilitative for the binding of TFs (Blattler and

Farnham, 2013), which in turn might affect gene expres-

sion. To investigate the overlap with TFBSs, we collected

TFBS data from ENCODE only for TFs that are expressed

in human BM-MSCs (ENCODE Project Consortium et al.,

2012). Because these TFBSs are derived from different cell

types, each site may not be bound in BM-MSCs due to dif-

ferences in chromatin structure; however, this analysis aids

in distinguishing DMCs with a potential to affect gene

expression. TFBSs were conspicuous at regions harboring

differential methylation. Among the culture-induced com-

parisons, 41% of hypermethylated DMCs from aged do-

nors and 47% from young donors overlapped TFBSs. Age-

induced hyper- and hypomethylation changes overlap

TFBSs in equal proportions (Figure 3A). AmongDMCs over-

lapping TFBSs, �34%–35% are within enhancers.

Lastly, we asked which TFs are enriched at DMCs to gain

insight on the potential disruption of regulatory networks.

The overlap between DMCs and TFBSs was utilized to

calculate statistical significance in the overlap with differ-

ential methylation (Figures 3B and 3C). We identified a



list of 15,500–77,490 TFBSs that overlap DMCs for culture-

and age-induced methylation changes (Figures 3B and 3C;

Table S4). These included TFBSs for SIRT6, SMC3,

SMARCB1, CHD1, FOSL1, SMARCC2, E2F6, and others

that were exclusively hypermethylated in aged donors

during culturing (p4_vs_p8_aged); TFBSs for SMARCC1,

STAT5, ZNF274, NFE2, JUNB, and others were hypermethy-

lated uniquely during biological aging (p4_young_vs_

aged); TFBSs for ZNF143, HSF1, MEF2C, and others were

hypermethylated during biological aging and reinforced

in aged samples during culture (Figure 3B; Table S4).

Among the hypomethylated sites, TFBSs for NR3C1,

RCOR1, SP1, ARID3A, and others were hypomethylated

in aged donors during culture, and sites belonging to

REST and ZBTB33 were hypomethylated during biological

aging (Figure 3C; Table S4). Even though we were not

able to identify hypermethylated TFBSs specific to young

donors, TFBSs for STAT3 and MAFF were hypomethylated

specifically during cell culture.

Many of the TFBSs differentially methylated in various

comparisons play a role in chromatin structure: SMARCs,

SIN3A, EP300, SIRT6, ZBTB33, REST, and SUZ12; or 3D

genome architecture: CTCF, RAD21, and SMC3, members

of the cohesin complex. These factors suggest that addi-

tional means of epigenetic misregulation are at play in

the impairment of BM-MSC function during culture and

biological aging. Other TFs control key capabilities of

MSCs that make them of therapeutic interest. STAT2,

which is hypermethylated during biological aging, and

also during cell culture in aged donors, is required for the

suppression of T cells (Yi et al., 2012). The putatively dis-

rupted binding of STAT2 is likely illustrative of how DNA

methylation contributes to the diminishing functionality

of BM-MSCs. Hypomethylation at REST and ZBTB33 sites

during culturing of aged donor cells may eventually result

in aberrant expression of epigenetically repressed genes.

ZBTB33 is known to be a DNA methylation-dependent

transcriptional repressor that recruits the CoREST chro-

matin repressive complex (Prokhortchouk et al., 2001).

Overall, the enrichment of DMCs at distal TFBSs relative

to promoter binding sites (Figure 3D) indicates that

previous studies that were focused on promoter or CGI

methylation analysis largely underestimated the contribu-

tion of distal regulatory elements, and that a whole-

genome analysis is needed for a complete understanding

of age-associated DNAmethylation changes and its impact

on gene expression.

Culture-Induced Changes Irrespective of Age

To determine the influence of culture on BM-MSCs, we

grouped samples from young and aged donors into early

and late passages. We observed that culture-induced

methylation changes, irrespective of age, are relatively
minimal across any genomic location; however, 14,482

culture-induced DMCs are shared across age groups ac-

counting for half of the 28,013 culture-induced changes

among young donors, and one-fifth of the 79,796 DMCs

observed in aged donors (Table S5). This indicates that a

majority of methylation changes are specific to either

young donors or aged donors, with a subset specific to

long-term culture irrespective of adult donor age. Collec-

tively, these results provide themost comprehensive assess-

ment of culture-induced DNAmethylation changes. These

additional sites may serve as biomarkers of epigenetic drift

in both a universal and age-specific manner.

WGBSs in Young and Aged Donors

We employed WGBSs in four donors to facilitate the dis-

covery of methylation changes at all potential regulatory

elements. A genome-wide overview indicated that there

are substantial differences between aged and young donor

samples (Figure 4A). We identified 983,831 hypermethy-

lated CpGs and 976,633 hypomethylated CpGs with age

across the genome (Figure 4B). The distribution of hyper-

and hypomethylated DMCs was similar across various

genomic annotations (Figure 4C). We determined if

DMCs directly overlapped regulatory elements by assessing

ENCODE TFBSs for factors expressed in BM-MSCs. We

found that 226,974 DMCs directly overlap TFBSs (p <

0.001). Given that this is a limited set of binding sites, we

also included 1,968,675 ENCODE DHSs from human cell

types as putative binding sites in BM-MSCs. We reasoned

that (1) although these DHSs were not mapped in BM-

MSCs, previous studies showed substantial overlap across

cell types (Thurman et al., 2012); and (2) the loss ofmethyl-

ation at a known DHSs might create a binding opportunity

that could alter gene expression. We found that 401,646

DMCs directly overlap DHSs (p < 0.001). To ensure that

some TFBSs and DHSs from ENCODE data are likely active

binding sites in BM-MSCs, we also overlapped these sites

with BM-MSC H3K4me1 enhancer peaks. A recent study

using 450,000 methylation arrays found that age-associ-

ated hypomethylation often occurred at H3K4me1-marked

enhancers from 10 non-MSC cell types (Fernández et al.,

2014). We utilized enhancer data generated previously

from human BM-MSCs (Roadmap Epigenomics Con-

sortium et al., 2015), representing the first assessment of

DNA methylation dynamics at BM-MSC enhancers.

WGBS data revealed that H3K4me1-marked BM-MSC en-

hancers harbor 230,619 DMCs. Of these, 67,779 were

directly overlapping known binding sites (TFBSs from

chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing or DHSs).

Figure 4D illustrates that DMCs at either TFBSs or DHSs

are more enriched at enhancers than other regulatory ele-

ments (p < 0.001), further illustrating the point that distal

regulatory elements are a critical aspect of age-associated
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 9 j 999–1015 j September 12, 2017 1003



Hypermethylated 
CpGs (%)

Hypomethylated 
CpGs (%)

p4_vs_p8_aged 41.02 35.10
p4_vs_p8_yng 47.73 23.53
p4_yng_vs_aged 36.53 35.03

Hypermethylated CpGs (%) 
overlapping TFBS at

Hypomethylated CpGs (%) 
overlapping TFBS at

promoters introns intergenic 
regions

promoters introns intergenic 
regions

p4_vs_p8_aged 14.29 0.94 31.24 13.54 1.09 31.66

p4_vs_p8_yng 11.60 1.08 30.84 7.07 1.18 40.50

p4_yng_vs_aged 11.20 1.05 33.03 7.70 0.97 36.89

A CB

D

0

max

0
-log10(pvalue)

DMCs Overlapping TFBS Hyper CpGs Hypo CpGs

Distribution of DMCs overlapping at TFBS across genomic annotions of interest

(legend on next page)
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changes in gene expression, and far more extensive than

previously reported.

Identification of Age-Associated Differentially

Methylated Regions

We identified clusters of DMCs called differentiallymethyl-

ated regions (DMRs). DMRs provide evidence of more

sweeping changes within a region. In total, we identified

7,378 DMRs of which 3,809 DMRs are hypermethylated

and 3,569 DMRs are hypomethylated (Figure 5A). CpG

density at DMRs range from 3 to 132 and their widths

span from 5 to 2,894 bp (Figure 5B). The majority of

DMRs overlap introns and intergenic regions (Figure 5C).

We observed that DMRs overlapping promoters, first

exons, other exons, CGIs, DHSs, enhancers, and TFBSs

are more likely to be hypermethylated except for CpG

shelves, which are largely hypomethylated (Figure 5D).

We found 78% and 57% of DMRs are significantly enriched

(p < 0.0001) with DHSs and enhancers, respectively. Of all

DMRs overlapping enhancers, 66% are hyper DMRs. The

gain of methylation at these elements is likely to decrease

expression of the target genes. While active enhancers

generally exhibit hypomethylation, the further loss of

DNA methylation with age may result in additional TF

binding and increased expression of target genes. Finding

fewer DMRs at enhancers compared with DMCs is likely

due to enhancers containing very few CpGs (Hon et al.,

2013). DMRs occurring outside of regulatory elements

may be occurring due to the lack of any regulatory

constraint that would otherwise prevent the spreading of

the methylation pattern over time.

DMRs occurring at enhancers are often near genes that

exhibit an expected corresponding change in gene expres-

sion.Wehave included putative enhancer DMR-gene inter-

actions to further guide which DMR is directly regulating

gene expression. These interaction data were obtained

from Sheffield et al. (2013), which are based on the correla-

tion of DHS signal intensity with gene expression across

numerous cell types. For example, we found the HOXA

and HOXB gene clusters to contain several hyper DMRs

overlapping enhancers (Figures 5E and S3; Table S6).

Our gene expression data revealed the altered expression

of HOX genes correlating with observed methylation

changes. We found lower expression of HOXA3, HOXA5,

HOXA6, HOXB2-B5, HOXB7, and HOXC4 in aged donors

compared with young donors (Figure 5F). HOX gene

expression and its adaptation in cell and tissue transplanta-

tion may play a role concerning regenerative potential
Figure 3. Identifying Differentially Methylated TFBSs
(A) Percentage of DMCs overlapping TFBSs.
(B and C) Heatmaps of -log10 of Fisher’s exact p values for TFs with s
(D) Distribution of DMCs that overlap TFBSs at promoters, introns, an
(Leucht et al., 2008). In addition, we showed previously

that the fatty acid desaturases FADS1 and FADS2 were

downregulated in aged donors, and are important contrib-

utors to BM-MSC lipidomic regulation (Kilpinen et al.,

2013). This gene cluster also contains DMRs overlapping

regional enhancers (Figure S3), indicative of how these

genes are likely downregulated via epigenetic repression

with age and results in an age-related decline in membrane

integrity.

Association of Differential Methylation and

Differential Gene Expression

We asked if hyper- or hypomethylation can be associated

with differential gene expression previously reported

in these samples (Kilpinen et al., 2013). Using the

WGBS data for biological aging and ERRBS data for

culture-induced comparisons, we identified corresponding

changes in gene expression. Among the three comparisons,

cells from aged donors (in both culture-induced changes

and biological aging) demonstrated a higher number of

genes with decreased gene expression levels, whereas cells

from younger donors have more genes with increased

expression levels. We noticed only a minimal number of

differentially methylated promoters showed an inverse

relationship with differentially expressed genes (DEGs),

9.41% and 2.87% in culture-induced changes from aged

and young donors, respectively, and 5.41% with DMRs

and 23.08% with DMCs in biological aging based on

WGBS data. A similar trend was observed for an inverse

relationship for first exons, 6.79% and 1.72% for culture-

induced changes, and 3.4% and 6.9%, respectively, for

ERRBS and WGBS age-associated changes. These associa-

tions are in line with previous observations where all

gene expression was not always inversely correlated with

differential methylation (Wagner et al., 2014). Altogether,

differential methylation at promoters and first exons ex-

plains only a small fraction of culture- or age-induced

gene expression changes (Figures 6A–6C). Most of these

DEGs are BM-MSCs specific and unique to culture expan-

sion and biological aging (Figure S4). We confirmed this

with previously published gene expression data from BM-

MSCs (Roson-Burgo et al., 2014) and a well-known stem

cell gene list (Müller et al., 2008). Next, we determined if

changes in methylation around CpG annotation elements

are related to the changes in the nearest neighboring gene

(NNG) expression. When increased methylation occurred

at CGIs, shores, and shelves, genes associated with them

have decreased expression. Overall, the association of
ignificant hypermethylation (B) or hypomethylation (C).
d intergenic regions. See also Table S4.
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Figure 4. Whole-Genome Methylation Profiles for Biological Aging
(A) Correlation plot showing the methylation differences among the aged and young donors. Correlation was assessed after merging data
from two donors per group.
(B) Representative chromosomal ideograms of hyper- (red) and hypomethylation (blue) DMCs on chromosomes 5, 11, and 17.
(C) Distribution of differential methylation at various genomic annotations.
(D) Differential methylation was assessed at binding sites for TFs expressed in MSCs and at DHSs. Pie charts display the distribution of
differential methylation at genomic elements that also overlap TFBSs and DHSs.
methylation changes with gene expression was higher

with CGI-related elements of the genome (4.6%–16.7%

for CpG islands, 6.9%–10.6% for CpG shores, and

1.15%–4.7% for CpG shelves) than with promoters and

first exons (Figures 6A–6C).
1006 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 9 j 999–1015 j September 12, 2017
Lastly, we determined if DMCs at TFBSs modulate gene

expression for each comparison. DMCs at TFBSs exhibit

high variability in terms of methylation changes relative

to discrete genomic elements. For example, there is

only �1% of hypermethylated CpGs at intronic TFBSs and
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more than 31% of hypermethylated CpGs at intergenic

TFBSs (Figure 3D).We observed similar overlapping patterns

with hypomethylated CpGs at introns and intergenic re-

gions (Figure 3D). Previous studies showed that TFBSs

(DHSs and chromatin-marked enhancers) within introns

of transcribed genes are largely unmethylated, suggesting

an inverse correlation with expression (Blattler et al.,

2014; Stergachis et al., 2013). We determined if an inverse

correlation existed with differentially methylated TFBSs

andNNGs. AmongDEGs, 8.69%are associated in an inverse

manner with DMRs and 53.7% with DMCs identified from

WGBS for biological aging. For culture-induced changes,

12.64%–28.04% of genes could be associated with methyl-

ation dynamics at neighboring TFBSs (Figure 6).

Transcriptional Regulatory Networks in MSCs

Similar to the ERRBS analysis, we identified TFBSs signifi-

cantly overlapping with either hyper- or hypomethylated

CpGs from WGBS data. Although the majority of TFBSs

exhibit both hypo- and hypermethylated CpGs, a few TFs

are uniquely enriched for either of them (Figure 7A; Table

S7). For instance, CTCF, SUZ12, EP300, MYC, MAX, SRF,

and others are enriched for both conditions, while SP1,

FOS, FOSL1, and RXRA are uniquely hypermethylated,

and PBX3, MAFK, RUNX3, and YY1 are uniquely hypome-

thylated. These results provide insight on regulatory net-

works that are disrupted due to age-associated methylation

changes.

To better understand the gene-regulatory effect of TFBSs

significantly enriched for DMCs, we constructed in silico

transcriptional networks of TFs and their putative interac-

tions with DEGs. We identified DEGs with promoters over-

lapping hyper- and hypomethylated TFBSs, and we termed

theseDEGs as direct targets of TFs. Next, we found theNNG

for all distal TFBSs and termed these DEGs as indirect tar-

gets. We included only down- and upregulated DEGs for

hyper- and hypomethylated TFBSs as targets, respectively.

In this manner, we constructed two networks: (1) TFs

with hypermethylated CpGs and downregulated DEGs

(hyper network); and (2) TFs with hypomethylated CpGs

and upregulated DEGs (hypo network) (Figures 7B and S5).

The hyper network includes 287 nodes (89 TFs and

198 DEGs) and 1,307 interactions (262 direct and 1,045
Figure 5. DMR Analysis
(A) Heatmaps showing the difference in CpG methylation values at h
(B) Violin plots representing the width of DMRs.
(C) Distribution of hyper and hypo DMRs across genomic annotations
(D) Violin plot showing the distribution of methylation status of DMR
(E) Browser shot of HOXA gene cluster illustrating percent methylatio
elements within gene clusters, and their putative interactions with t
(F) Heatmap showing the differential gene expression values for HOX
Figure S3 and Table S6.
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indirect connections), while the hypo network includes

223 nodes (82 TFs and 141 DEGs) and 926 interactions

(250 direct and 676 indirect connections). Both networks

followed a power law degree distribution, a typical prop-

erty of regulatory networks. We found that 80% (1,045/

1,307 hyper network) and 73% (676/926 hypo network)

of interactions were indirect regulation of methylated

TFBSs. To further strengthen this observation, we

computed these indirect (or distal) interactions for the

top 100 DEGs (based on fold change) and found 68.4%

(182/266) and 53.3% (104/195) were distal regulatory

connections in the hyper and hypo networks, respec-

tively. Thus, the DNA methylation changes observed at

distal TFBSs are likely key contributors to altered gene

expression.

A recent assessment of gene expression and network

analysis of human BM-MSCs and placental MSCs identi-

fied a set of MSC master TFs (Roson-Burgo et al., 2014).

We extracted a sub-network with these master TFs from

the hyper network to find age-associated MSC regulators.

This sub-network comprised MYC, MAX, SP1, EGR1,

NFYA, and NFYB (Figure 7C), and exhibited 24,878 TFBSs

putatively disrupted due to gain of DNA methylation,

and 25,584 binding sites potentially gained through

hypomethylation.

Thesemaster TFs play key roles in the regulation ofmany

critical features of MSCs as cellular therapeutics. MYC

is associated with cell proliferation, differentiation, and

cell-cycle processes in MSCs (Bhandari et al., 2011). SP1 is

known to modulate adipose lineage differentiation in

human MSCs (Ruiz de Eguino et al., 2012). NFYA regulates

the transcription of the HOX4 genes by activating

numerous pathways related to maintenance and prolifera-

tion (Zhu et al., 2005). Gene ontology analysis on the MSC

master regulators sub-network identified biological terms

related to lipid and fatty acid metabolism (Figure 7D). Pre-

viously, we showed that phospholipid and fatty acid pro-

files change with age and culturing, and were key to the

associated decline of human BM-MSC cell membrane and

immunomodulatory function (Kilpinen et al., 2013). Age-

associated DNA methylation changes at TFBSs for these

factors provide new regulatory insights on the declining

function of BM-MSCs with age.
yper and hypo DMRs in aged relative to young donors.

.
s across the genomic annotations.
n levels, H3K4me1-marked enhancers and peaks, DMRs at enhancer
arget genes.
A, HOXB, HOXC, and FADS genes downregulated with age. See also
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Figure 6. Gene Expression Inverse Correlation with Methylation Data
(A) Number of differentially expressed genes with an inverse corresponding age-associated DNA methylation change at nearest neigh-
boring elements. DMCs and DMRs from WGBS (p4_yng_vs_aged) are shown. Exons are only first exons.
(B) Number of differentially expressed genes with an inverse corresponding DNA methylation changes at nearest neighboring elements
from ERRBS data for culture-induced DMCs. Exons are only first exons.
(C) Percentage of gene expression anti-correlated with the differentially methylated genomic elements.
(D) Circos plots providing a genome-wide (left) and chr19 (right) view of expression and epigenomic modifications. From inside to out: (1)
orange and blue bars for up- and downregulated genes with age; (2) green stacked dots for DHSs (higher stack = more dense); (3) red

(legend continued on next page)
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Identification of Enriched Pathways

Several enriched pathways were identified in both hyper

and hypo networks, including osteoclast differentiation,

cell-cycle, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), andMAPK signaling

pathways (Figure 7E). WNT and ErbB signaling pathways

were specific to the hyper network, while JAK-STAT

signaling pathwaywas specific to the hyponetwork (Figures

7E and 7F).We also identified affected pathways for culture-

induced methylation changes from ERRBS data (Figure S6).

Transcriptional misregulation in osteoclast differentiation

andTNF signalingwere enriched in young and aged donors.

WNT, MAPK, transforming growth factor b and adipocyto-

kine signaling pathways, and cell-cycle signaling were

unique to culture-induced changes in aged donors. There

is no single pathway explicitly enriched in culture-induced

changes of young donors, which may be reflective of fewer

systematic culture-induced changes in young donors.

The enriched pathways are involved in aging of various

stem cells, which may extend to MSCs. The decline of

WNT signaling due to aging is associated with decreased

neural progenitor cell function (L’Episcopo et al., 2014),

and with decline in intestinal stem cell regenerative capa-

city (Nalapareddy et al., 2017). The JAK-STAT signaling

has a known role in aging of other tissues, such as a crucial

role in impairment of muscle regeneration in satellite cells

during aging (Price et al., 2014; Tierney et al., 2014). Collec-

tively, the misregulation of these pathways and others

shown in Figure 7E can be explained, in part, through

DNA methylation dynamics, and by in large, through

changes that occur at distal regulatory elements.
DISCUSSION

Prior to clinical studies MSCs undergo in vitro expansion.

During expansion, MSCs gradually lose proliferative capac-

ity and secretive properties (Kilpinen et al., 2013; Wagner

et al., 2010b), resulting in limited clinical successes (Kim

and Cho, 2015). We attempted to narrow the gaps in our

understanding of the epigenetic regulation of induced

changes due to age and expansion in culture by broadening

our view of the extent to which DNA methylation is

involved. Global DNA methylation profiles in BM-MSCs

from young and aged adult donors identified age-specific

differences following cell expansion. Young donors fol-

lowed a general trend of hypomethylation and overall

demonstrated less variation. Pathway analysis revealed

that aged donor cells in culture are specifically enriched
stacked dots for H3K4me1 peaks; (4) stacked dots for TFBSs with eac
average CpG methylation percentage over 500 kb, and 10 kb windows fo
(6) darker purple bars showing same type of data as previous track f
mosome(s). See also Figure S4.
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for ‘‘hyper pathways,’’ based on hypermethylated TFBSs

and associated downregulated genes that include

mismatch repair and cell-cycle pathways. These pathways

were not enriched in the young donors. Young donors

lacked any age-specific pathway enrichment following

expansion, meaning any enriched pathways were not

unique to young donors. This may explain the refractory

nature of younger donor BM-MSCs to replicative senes-

cence in culture. Shifts in age-related and culture-induced

methylation changes have important implications on the

extent to which donor BM-MSCs should be expanded.

Our genome-wide assessment of methylation changes

(WGBS) revealed that age-associated changes are 30 times

more extensive than recent array-based studies in BM-

MSCs, which identified just over 64,000 DMCs (Fernández

et al., 2014).AlthoughWGBSdataweregeneratedon limited

donors, they provide a first glimpse of DNA methylation

changes associated with age on a genome-wide scale. Such

epigenomic alterations often influence gene expression

and ultimately cellular properties. We found that DNA

methylation was more dynamic at distal regulatory

elements and accounted for a large increase in the inverse

correlation for corresponding changes in gene expression.

This included TFBSs for known MSC master regulators (Ro-

son-Burgo et al., 2014).DNAmethylationchanges occurring

at knownTFBSsweremost abundant at BM-MSCH3K4me1-

marked enhancers, which has not been examined previ-

ously. Differential methylation was also frequent at TFBSs

for factors involved in the regulation of chromatin structure

and 3D genome architecture. One key chromatin modifier

was SIRT6, a histone deacetylase with a known role in aging

and lifespan (Kanfi et al., 2012). Differential methylation at

TFBSs are likely to result in relocalization of these transcrip-

tion factors and chromatin remodelers in either anocclusive

or facilitative manner, and have an impact on chromatin

and 3D structures, which are known to be involved in repli-

cative senescence (Hänzelmann et al., 2015).

Induced DNA methylation drift from expansion in cul-

ture and aging is bimodal as it involves hyper- and hypo-

methylation events. Recent studies of DNA methylation

changes with age found that DNA methylation profiles

become more divergent with age (Boks et al., 2009; Heyn

et al., 2012; McClay et al., 2014). BM-MSC differential

methylation was three times more prevalent between

aged donors than between young donors in our ERRBS

data; however, age- and culture-induced changes are not

entirely stochastic as demonstrated by the concordance be-

tween donors and identification of significantly different
h color being a different TF; (5) lighter purple bars with height as
r whole genome and chromosome 19, respectively, for aged donors;
or young donors; (7) DMRs (hyper in red; hypo in blue); (8) chro-
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DMCs and DMRs across groups. Hyper- and hypomethyla-

tion events at regulatory elements are likely impacting

gene expression and cellular function. When these events

occur elsewhere in the genome, the impact is less clear,

but may not be innocuous. For example, it is feasible that

hypoDMRsmay lead to increasedmutational load through

the inability to repair point mutations by the lack of a

hemi-methylated strand during replication and repair, or

through chromosomal instability, which has been associ-

ated with DNA demethylation (Rodriguez et al., 2006).

On caveat of our study, and others like it, is that bisulfite

conversion does not distinguish between 5mC and 5hmC

(hydroxymethylation). A recent study found approxi-

mately 1,600 age-associated 5hmC changes in BM-MSCs

(Toraño et al., 2016). The 5hmC state has not shown to

be repressive, and it is likely not to impact TF binding.

A recent study showed that age-associated DNA methyl-

ation changes can be reset by reprogramming BM-MSCs

followed by redifferentiation to theMSC state, and thereby

rejuvenating the MSCs (Frobel et al., 2014). This study was

conducted using array-based methods, but future genome-

wide assessment of DNAmethylation in rejuvenatedMSCs

should help identify DMCs at regulatory elements that

are drivers of age-association BM-MSC decline relative to

passenger methylation events. By generating regulatory

network and pathway analyses based onmore comprehen-

sive epigenomic and TFBS datasets, we provide a better

understanding of how the DNA methylome changes with

age and alters gene expression and known functionality

of human BM-MSCs.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for additional details.

Isolation and Cell Culture of BM-MSCs
Human BM-MSCs from five aged (from 62 to 82 years of age,

mean 74.6 years) and five young adult donors (from 20 to 24,

mean 22.2 years) were isolated and cultured as described previ-

ously following institutional ethical guidelines (Kilpinen et al.,

2013; Leskelä et al., 2003; Peura et al., 2009).
Figure 7. Identification of Enriched TFs, Networks, and Pathways
(A) Heatmaps of TFs significantly enriched with DMCs at their bind
conditions.
(B and C) The in silico transcriptional regulatory network. (B) Hyper
hypermethylated CpGs and genes are repressed DEGs (represented in gr
of significant MSC master regulators (hypermethylated) and their repr
denote indirect targets.
(D) Gene ontology terms enriched for sub-network.
(E) Heatmap of overrepresented pathways. The numbers indicate the
(F) The significantly enriched WNT and JAK-STAT signaling pathways f
involved in these pathways are highlighted in red. See also Figures S
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ERRBS and WGBS Library Preparation
For ERRBS, DNA (10 ng) was digested with MspI (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, catalog no. FD0544) and subjected to bisulfite conver-

sion and Illumina library preparation.

ERRBS and WGBS Data Analysis
Sequencing data were processed to remove adapter matching

bases, and poor quality reads or reads with less than 20 bp. Pro-

cessed reads were mapped to lambda genome and hg19 version

of the human genome using Bismark/Bowtie. Bisulfite conversion

was assessed using the coverage and methylation status of CpGs

mapped on lambda genome. Further methylation calling of

CpGs was performed with Bismark (Krueger and Andrews, 2011).

Additional methylation analysis involving normalization, over-

laps with DHSs, H3K4me1, and ENCODE TFBS data were per-

formed using R/Bioconductor packages.

DMRs Identification
CpGmethylation values were smoothed using the BSmooth algo-

rithm (bsseq Bioconductor package) with default parameters and

then DMRs were identified (Hansen et al., 2012). We defined a

cutoff for the t-statistics (�2.6, +2.6) and further filtered DMRs

containing at least three CpGs and showing a mean methylation

difference between aged and young donors greater than ±0.25

(25%).

Significant TFBS Identification
TFBS data were downloaded from ENCODE. Peaks from control

experiments were filtered. Data from multiple experiments

were reduced to represent a single list of binding sites per TF.

TFs not expressed in BM-MSCs were removed, retaining only

BM-MSC-expressed TFs for further analyses. DMCs were over-

lapped with the TFBSs to identify the disrupted TFBS. We

used the Fisher’s exact test to identify the TFBSs significantly

enriched with DMCs. The significant TFBSs are filtered with

p values <0.05. The p values are adjusted for multiple hypoth-

esis correction using Benjamini-Hochberg method prior to

filtering.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

The raw sequencing data reported in this paper are available from

Sequence Read Archive (SRA) using the SRA accession number

SRP111740.
ing sites shown as -log10(adjusted p values) for hyper and hypo

network: the TFs (represented in magenta color) are enriched with
een color). See Figure S5 for the hypo network. (C) The sub-network
essed DEGs. Solid lines denote direct target of TFs and dotted lines

number of TFs and/or DEGs involved in the pathway.
rom the hyper and hypo networks, respectively. The TFs and/or DEGs
5 and S6, and Table S7.
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